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Karen Walker
While most of us are celebrating the
beginning of Spring break, two of our
classmates will be spending their first
vacation day in Chicago representing
Valparaiso at the ABA/LSD regional
client counseling competition.
Second-year students Nancy L.
Notley and John Marnocha recently
were selected as the 1981 Valparaiso
School of Law client counseling team.
The alternates are Cindy Horvath and
Mark Roscoe.
These client counselors were chosen
after try-outs among 25 law students.
The try-outs began with each student
competing alone. After the ,field was
narrowed from 25 to eight, the
students were paired for further
judging. Each tried ou~ with two
," partners" before the wmners were
selected.
Notley and Marnocha did not try out
together during the intra-school competition, but were selected by the
judges as the best two "counselors."
Judges were Prof/ Marcia Gienapp,
team coach; Librarian Matt Downs;
1980 client counseling team, Jackie
Liemer and Jeff Eggers, and Pat
Bodensteiner, a social worker who is
helping to coach.
The subject of this year's competition is employment discrimination and
discriminatory credit practices. Notley
and Marnocha are researching this

0

area now. They will receive a better
idea of the exact focus of the topic a
few days before the competition.
Besides research, the team also is
doing practice interviews with persons
acting as clients. Faculty members
including Gienapp, Downs and Paul
Cox have been writing scripts for the
interviews .
1'he March 7 competition at Loyola
University in Chicago is the regional
contest, which will be conducted in
two rounds. If the Valparaiso team
wins in Chicago, the team will
advance to the finals a few weeks later
in Lansing, Mich.
Eggers said client counseling tests
more intangible skills than competitions such as Moot Court. Client
Counseling competition stresses cou_.gseling skills as much as legal skills.
Eggers added client counseling concerns how the attorney makes the
client feel and whether the attorney
can make the client open up to him or
her.
Both Notley and Marnocha feel they
are under some pressure to do well at
this year's competition because Valparaiso has a successful record in the
client counseling area. Last year,
Eggers and Leimer won the regional
competition and came in second
nationally.
Notley and Mamocha are particularly qualified for this type of competi-

tion. Notley holds a master's degree
in counseling and worked for four
years in counseling. Mamocha has
experience as a legal intern for the
city of South Bend, where he interviewed clients.
Notley said she hopes client counseling competition will give her some
practical experience for entering law

practice. "If you can't deal with a
client and get factual information, you
won't be as effective in your legal
work," she said. Marnocha added
that one of the reasons the ABA/LSD
started the client counseling competition was the percentage of a lawyer's
time that must be spent gathering
information from people

Client Coulseling team members John Marnocha and Nancy Notley pictured
here welcoming one of the many clients they will interview before the
March 7 competition.
Dan Granquist .
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Review Disdains Elitists
Cindy Pitts

Law Review. Two words that may
< leave the
first-year student with
visions of some rumored celestial
·" grounds where the best and brightest
~ of students go, keeping unto themselves and composing wonderous
works in the sight of the Law.
~..
Not quite, said Jackie Leimer
editor-in-chief of Valparaiso University Law Review. Leimer, along with
her fellow colleagues on Law Review
'!' have sought this year to dispel the
elitest aura that has traditionally
surrounded the Review and its mem, hers. "We have tried to cut through
the gulf between the stude:ad body and
the Review,'' she said.
According to Leimer, members of

today' s Review were displeased with
the snobbism of their predecessors
and vowed to be different themselves
once they joined the staff. ''There are
people who will take advantage of the
role" that Law Review can give them,
said Leimer, "but we have tried to be
down-to-earth ourselves.''
While Law Review members have
''not promoted elitest attitudes,'' they
have sought to maintain the high
standard expected of those who
comprise the Review staff, she continued. Only those students with the
top 15 grade point averages in the
class along with five students who
have the highest writing scores are
invited to submit extensively researched notes which are evaluated by
the -Review ·staff. Those students

notes are considered of publishable
quality may become the future memhers of Review.
In light of the standard to be met, ''if
Law Review is still producing snobby
elitests, maybe the whole process (of
Review) should be examined," she
added.
Such doubt aside however, Leimer
describes Review experience as an
11-person staff working democratically to support the integrity of Review
by putting out a good publication
three times a year. It is true, she said,
that those on Review have privileges
that other ·students do not, but those
privileges inch~de ''taking on a lot of
\ responsibility...''
The responsibility of members entails everything from balancing the
Review budget to working with
second-year candidates for Law Review who are researching and writing
notes. Leimer portrayed Review as
both an acadenuc pursuit and a
business responsible for soliciting-·
supporters and contributers. The
~ review presently has approximately
/ . 800 subscribers, she said.
As for the privileges of affiliation
with the Review, ''direct mail from
firms seeking lawyers is perhaps the
most valuable of Review's benefits.
''To be looked at for federal/judicial
clerkships you must have been on Law
Review,'' Liemer said, admitting that
this privilege is not open to students
without Revie'! experience.

Despite the priveleges that come
with being a Review member, Leimer
stressed sne would not encourage
anyone who does not like to write to
accept an invitation. Accepting an
Review staff editors from left to right Tim Kern, Paul Muyskens, Mark invi~ati?,n is .one of ''individual
Schmidtke and Jacqueline Leimer.
Dan Granquist · chmce, she srud.

Trial Team
Overruled
Sally Schalk
Mock Trial Team members Eugene
Chipman, Jeffrey Eggers, Burgess
Ervin, Mark Jones, Rollin Krafft and
Donald Pagos ''performed well,'' but
met defeat in the Chicago competition
February 19, 20 and 21, according to
Professor Stevenson, their coach.
"Valpo drew the toughest teams,"
Professor Stevenson said.
The first night of the competition
both Valparaiso teams drew Notre
Dame as opposition. The prosecuting
team included Krafft, Jones and
Ervin, and the defending team included Eggers, Chipman and Pagos.
The prosecuting team won the first
round, carrying all three judges. The
defending team lost the first round.
Friday night, Jones, Krafft and Ervin
went up against Loyola and lost.
Chipman, Eggers and Pagos also lost
their round against Northwestern.
"Both Loyola teams and Northwestem made the final eight,'' Stevenson
said.
Jeff Eggers said the teams knew the
case, which involved a criminal
bribery charge, extremely well. ''The
judging was more subjective than I'd
anticipated," Eggers said. "We
learned that outstanding knowledge
of the case may not always be as
important as a team's smoothness. It
seemed style was more important
here.''
''Practical experience is the greatest
teacher," Eggers said. "The preppation and results were frustrating, but
rewarding. My education in evidence
has improved 100 % , if not 1000% .
We got a taste of courtroom de-

Continued on page 7
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''Our principle intention is to make our paper tree
in the strictest sense--free to any Gentlmen who
will favor us with their speculations upon any Art,
Science or Political Subject provided they wrote
with Decency and Spirit. •'
·
The Boston Gazette, 1719
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The Forum Board of Editors rate the SBA candidates
In an effort to promote interest in the
March 2 and 3 Student Bar Association elections, The Forum Board of
Editors met on Feb. 17 ·to interview
candidates for SBA president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer.
The Board, consisting of two thirdyear students, Editor Alan Zimmerman and Associate Editor Dave
· Heidorn, two second-year students,
Photo Editor Joe Wolczyk and
Business Manager Joe Taylor, and
two first-year students, News Editor
Mark Scarp and Staff Writer Sally
Schalk, individually interviewed eight
of ten hopefuls for the four offices
sought.
Vice-presidential candidate Ed Biondi was out of state on personal
business and left behind a written
statement; Peggy Stamper is un ·
opposed in her bid for secretary.
The editors met after the interviews
[summaries of which are printed on
page three] and considered the
qualifications of each candidate, the
stands on the issues and law school
concerns taken by each, and the
possible peformance of each if elected
as a student body officer. A vote of
confidence was taken for each office.
Each editor could vote for one or more
or all or none of the candidates for any
particular office.
It should be strongly emphasized
here that this is NOT The Forum's
endorsement. It is the opinion of a

group of six journalistically-inclined
and experienced law students who
had an opportunity to speak with all of
the candidates, an opportunity many
fellow students may not be able to
have before the election. We encour·
age you to seek out the candidates if
you still need questions answered
after reading these pages. We also
encourage you to vote your preferences, not anyone else's, on Mon·
day and Tuesday.
What follows are the names of each
candidate who received votes, his/her
vote count, and a very brief list of the
qualifications of the candidate which
most impressed the editor[ s] who
voted for the candidate.
No vote was taken for the office of
secretary. Candidates not receiving
votes are not listed here; a complete
listing and summaries of the views of
all ten candidates is on page three.

President
Laurie Pangle, 5 votes. Has a deep
sense of comittment; not a quitter.
Has been active in several nrganizations in the law school; has been
involved with combating sexist attitudes toward women in the law.
Comes to the law school immensely
qualified and with a diverse international background. Well-informed;
has taken affirmative steps to investigate problems affecting students this

year. Has gumption, idealism, initiative. Unafraid to be frank with the
administration.

candidate.

Vice President

Ray Merritt, 4 votes. Very good
Ed Biondi, 5 votes. A hard worker
rapport with most of the first- and with a realistic approach; will initiate
second-year faculty. Willing to make a action on his convictions. Has exstrong time commitment. Forward, perience with people, not organizapositive, idealistic, energetic. Very tions. A hell-raiser. Strongly motivatinterested in promoting higher level of ed; attempts to turn adversity into
''dialogue'' between students and solutions.
student leaders, student leaders and
Perry Rocco, 1 vote. Well-versed on
administration. Wants to see an SBA
newsletter published to better com- relative issues. Energetic, eager. Has
munication with students.
offered workable solutions to student
problems.
AI Pogel, 2 votes. Addressed ''realistic'' problems that SBA can actually Treasurer
do something about. Will work hard
on problems students are having with
Melanie Sterba, 4 votes. Efficient,
transfers, attrition, due process, willing to take a stand; stands firm on
placement and interviews. Not afraid the issues, won't back down. More
to buck the system or to be unpopular, than a ' 'treasurer'', wants to be an
even with his peers. Experienced, has advocate. Unafraid to work both in
spent time as a representative in SBA and out of the system (inside W esethis year. Accessible, around the mann Hall and out); looks at problems
school quite a bit.
in toto, then moves in on trying to
solve them.
Steve Born, 1 vote. Has a mature,
realistic approach to law school; is a
Trish Morris, 1 vote. Accessible;
practical achiever as he has his own committed to working for students;
business. Vietnam veteran; doesn't , has a solid grasp of key issues; knows
need the grief of law school, but for how to handle money efficiently.
some reason has made a sincere and Would see herself as having more of
genuine committment to it. Will not an "officer" role than a "treasurer"
be afraid to confront administration on role. Sees SBA as more than just
important issues. A real sleeper of ~ parties.
.·l
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Dave Heido[n • Election Analysis

Running for office:. what's the point?
And if you give me weed, whites,
and wine,
And you show me a sign,
I'll be willin'
To be movin'.
Lowell Geo.rge
Little Feat.
It's election time, and I still haven't
forgotten the fifth-of-scotch hangover
I plastered over my mind after R~nnie
Raygun's Grand National debacle last
semester. Every once in a while I stop
and have to catch myself when the
idea crosses my mind that he truly can
sleep in the White House whenever he
wants to, with that classy socialite
Nancy, nonetheless, and within a
senile spasm of a reach to a phone
that'll unleash sqadrons of maJl-dog
B-52 havoc on Nicaragua.
Frankly, I'd rather hang on to the
memory of that morning-after feeling
of my guts crawling up my throat than
come to grips with Rodeo Ronnie
reality. Maybe if J6hn Wayne were
still making mov~es America wouldn't
have needed t~ presidential election
to work out/. its redneck cowboy
fantasies. Oh well, to each his own joy
of pain, I 5uppose.
But another semester and another
presidential election, this one a Vega
and a Dodge Coronet lined up at the
li~ht in front of the 7- J 1 on Lineolnway compared to la:.;t November's
U.S. 30 funny-c&.r Grund National~.
I'd think the candidate~ wouJd need a
littlf.: brak<:: torque to get excited for
·~,hi:-, one. Might as wt::ll r..op in the 7-11
f<Jr a cherry ~Ju~h or change y.;ur
la.w.dry ~JY~r V) ihe dryer t()r a1J U.,e
r ~!J!Jle.::; t.hi.:: b g/.~ll:lg ~> c.u,1o11nL Lo in
the Lidt,;.s vi l..j!:>U;ry.
.Hig deal . Thi.s jcar ~.BA woke .H.. W.

Pool up to the fact he could make
probably three times as much money
if he put some more machines
downstairs. It's rumored they're
spending big bucks on a microwave so
a few of us can more exactly melt
cheese on our tuna salad sandwiches.
They streamlined services by cutting
the one service more people used than
any other--the book exchange. They •
got some people to watch cars in the
lot in back. They made a budget. They
sponsored a few parties for Mark Van
Epps to put together. Tell me I'm
wrong, but apparently that's the
extent of power for which our classmates are campaigning. But something keeps bugging me that it may
not be the power or the joy of
influencing policy around here that
makes these law school politicos
move.
Before I sat do-Mt as part of the
Editorial Board to help do the inter-

viE~_ws
above I thoug!lt I'd be having
to meet a bunch of terminal joiners,

people who mainline organizations as
a release from some subliminal need
to be beaten with rhythm sticks.
These people are harmless, really.
Organizations feed on them like cows
on grass, the only result being piles
-piles of dung and piles of meaningless organizational meetings where
nobody can really decide on what to do
until the one person who everybody
knows is going to do it anyway says
he' n do it anyway and they all adjouru
according to ito bert's Rules of Ordt3r.
U' s all about the tlttme ttnd bttMicttUy
hannle~s fun if nobody who reaily
know.;:; where he'~:; guing e:u.. ddentally
::,l.t!J.S iHto oue.
Hut only unt. candid.Jtt. running this
LllllC uJ OuJld .seem::; t,o be ..1 Ler,ninc.tl
Joine;-. 'J'ln; re::;t wort y n1e. ! hey really
1

don't seem to have done much
politically. Sure, a few things here and
there like the rest of us, but no
hard-core junkie activity like I expected.
Don't get me wrong. I don't think
you need a whole lot of experience to
run SBA, just some good common
sense understanding of what the real
issues are around here. But why do
they want to run for school office now,
at a time in their lives when the
proverbial cow dung is hitting the fan
and the reality is getting yourself a
big-time law degree to make it in the
big-time world? Why didn't they do
this back in high school?
If they were terminal cases, I could
understand it. If they really could
make changes around here I could
understand that also. But seriously,
folks, is all the time and grief worth

the power to tell R.W. pool he can
make more money or the patronage
jobs of choosing who's going to run
our parties next year? There must be
something else moving these people.
Maybe what's movin' them is that
there really are bigger issues that they
can deal with. Or maybe it's just that
their resumes have big holes that
they're movin' to fill up. There are a
few signs around here; but I haven't
smelled any weed or wine and
nobody's admitting to poppin' whites
before Con Law. So that's not making
them move either.
I don't know what it is, but I think I'd
like to make sure before I vote. If the
officers of SBA accomplish next year
what they did this year, we'll all be
wearing suits to class and be shoving
quarters into little locks on stalls in
the washroom in honor of R. W. Pool. I
won't be able to handle that.

*******Cheers v. Jeers********
CHEERS to Law Review Editor
Jackie Leimer for saying, for the
public record yet, that it is possible to
get a good job without having been on
the Law Review's Board of Editors.
We'd like to add, respectfully, that
experience on The Forum's Board of
Editors won't necessarily land you a
job either . . . .
JEERS to the Student Har Association for nearly causing several candidates for major offices to back out of
next week's election due to attempts
to write election rules as the race
progressed. An effort to change the
election date lbs;:, than a week before
they were originally scheJuled to
iw:l,ule a "~H v,:,ld~;~Htta.l ~1.1 itua, Y · • v. a.s
l.{Uil:kly \-\ tt.hdrawn wh~.n SC\o"\~.L..J o.f th~;~

hopefuls rose to complain. Perhaps
the winners of this year's balloting
can rewrite the SBA constitution to,
among other things, include a proper
:md well-promulgated Elections Code
CHEERS to those students who were
fortunate enough to have taken Ethics
last year ...
JEERS to whomever is handling the
"long-range planning" for the VU
School of Law for failing still to do
anything about serious overcrowding
and abundant noise in the library. We
hope that the Admissions Conunittee
vuts sqtaare foutage be.tore tuition i.'l
co11side.ri:ng next year's first-year
class ~.ize ahd <:~ooses fewer future
gradu.at0s LLCJ.til the spe:u.:~ p1·obl~m is
<:out:)leLely solved. . . .
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SBA hopefuls speak on the issues
The following are summaries of
remarks made to and responses to
questions asked by The Forum's
Board of Editors on Feb. 17 of
candidates running for Student Bar
Association president, vice president,
secretary and treasurer for 1981-82.
Each candidate was interviewed individually; each was asked to make a
statement about his/her candidacy
dacy; then each responded to questions asked by the Board. For a more
complete detailing of the interview
procedure, see the headnote to the
election editorial on page 2.
As of Feb. 17, three days before a
filing deadline, there were five can:didates running for president, two
running for vice president, one running for secretary, and two running
for treasurer.
The order in which the summaries
appear under each office below was
selected at random.
The election will be held on Monday
and Tuesday, March 2-3.

President
Laurie Pangle
An ' 'earnest desire'' to effect change
coupled with ideas toward improving
communications between· students
and their representatives set the tone
for the presidential campaign of
Laurie Pangle.
Pangle, a first-year student and
graduate of the University of Michigan, lists among her qualifications for
the office her involvement in various
student movements and the Lutheran
student at UM, including a post as
secretary for an organization of more
than 120 student groups from all over
the world dealing with international
concerns. She is now active in the VU
American Bar Association-Law Student Division committee. She was
once an assistant to a Member of the
British Parliament.
''The president of SBA should not be
the single link between students and
administration, but should seek to
open more channels. The president
should not only act for but respond to
students,'' she said.
hnportant issues that need attention
are improving the student lounge,
better information and further solicitation of student input in the upcoming law school expansion planning, and trying to break a current
''administrative apathy.''
Pangle advocates totally open SBA
meetings on all matters and saw the
organization as taking on.an advocacy

role. In addition, she supports bringing the school out of isolation from
the rest of the University.
A ''team effort'' is needed by all
members of the SBA Executive Board
in making committee and other appointments, instead of merely having
the rpesident making all decisions,
she said.
Another priority is to investigate why
the law school and SBA do not get all
of an $86 per semester general fee
each law student pays, she added.

AI Pogel
Representing the student body with
a knowledge of what SBa can be
effective in doing, and becoming a
student voice instead of taking on a
moderator role reflect AI Pogel' s bid
for SBA president.
Pogel, a second-year student and the
only candidate who is currently a:n
SBA Board member, lists , among his
qualifications his SBA background,
experience on ececutive boards of four
different organizations, and his
current position as a therapist for
mentally ill patients.
"Working as a therapist, I've
learned how to draw lines and then
stand up for what I feel is best," he
said.
Issues of concern to ·Pogel include
apathy ("a join~ problem of both SBA
and the students''), the inadequacy of
the student lounge, ditto in the
parking lot, and a visibility problem
for SBA. The placement office is ''not
very effective," he said.
Additional concerns include the
grade procedure unique to VU and
solicitation of more input from the
ABA-LSD committee.
Interviews for appointments by the
entire Board would be difficult, Pogel
said, because ''getting 20 board
members to in~erview 100 applicants
is pretty tough.' '
SBA meetings should be ''open
initially,'' but in more delicate areas
and where final decision need be
made on certain issues they should be
closed to students, he said.
"I think if we're elected to make the
decision, students should trust us to
make the right one," he said.

Born, a second-year student, graduate of Andrews University of Michigan and a Vietnam War veteran, sees
SBA as having a "strength within it
enabling it to speak for all law
students.''
Issues of importance to Born include
improving student communication
with SBA ("students aren't working
through SBA; we've got to get across
to them that that's how we can get
things done") and asked The Forum
to do its part in aiding in bettering
communication.
An idea to speed vending machine
refunds was expressed by Born: SBA
would pay people who lost money
immediately, then wait for R. W. Pool
Co., Inc. (the vendor) to reimburse it
later. ''This would save waiting a
week and a half, and having somebody type up a list, and it wouldn't
cost SBA more than $10 a week that
they wouldn't have until they were
repaid.''
Born sees many things as best left
alone. "Millie's (Kritowski) doing a
great job in the placement office. If
people are having trouble having [the
office] find them a job, the best advice
is to look themselves, if they want to
have one badly enough.'' Born was
not critical of the current SBA officers
either, but said he would want to talk
with them to learn more about specific
problems they have had.
Born advocates open SBA meetings
on all subjects except disciplinary
matters, when they should be closed.
Appointments shou'ld be made with
more input from the Board because ''a
better result would occur with more
people involved.'' Born also expressed
his willingness to put in as much time
into the office, if elected, as this
year's officers.
''I enjoy conflict. I'm not out to earn
brownie points--I've got nothing to
lose if I step on a few toes,'' he added.

_Steve Bom
A desire to see this year's SBA
election ''contested'' as opposed to
last year's race of unopposed candidates and a wish to see SBA become
an effective controversy-resolving tool
are reasons for the candidacy of Steve
Bom for SBA president.

Ray Merritt
To become an effective spokesperson
for SBA and to establish what he
called ''dialogue'' between SBA and
students are the primary goals of
Ray Merritt in his Lid for the SBA
presidency.
· Merritt, a second-year student and a
graduate of ::St. Joseph's college of
Indiana, has held positions on the law
school faculty-library committee and
the SBA orientation committee. He
said he cares enough about the law
school now so that in the future
degrees held by graduates will be
worth something.

''Right now SBA is plagued by
inadequate communication. Student
involvement through encouragement
will be my first priority (if elected),''
he said.
''We need to do today what is
needed for tomorrow,'' he added.
"One coffee with the dean is not
adequate dialogue between administration and students. Students suffer
from a self-image problem because
there is a definite lack of direction
here.''
Issues of concern to Merritt include
having the SBA president be "unafraid to confront or agree with the
administration, even if his (the president's) stand is unpopular." Also,
SBA meetings should be open all the
time, an SBa newsletter should be
published, as should a regular article
in The Forum about SBA; better
notice of SBA meetings should be
given to encourage students t6 attend.
Merritt advocated investigating the
possibility of night ~ meetings to
achieve this end.
Merritt added he disagrees with the
administration's positions on student
participation on the expansion planning committee (there is none, he
stated), and stated that Dean Charles
Ehren has "a PR problem" that he
would attempt to help alleviate if
elected.
In addition said that the school
should not require students to pay
tuition for a semester until they know
their academic standing (grade
results) from the rpevious one. He
disagreed with a mandatory attendance policy as enforced by some
professors. ''The Honor Code is good
enough," he said.

Mark Kreter
Personal pride and satisfaction, an
emphasis on student involvement and
proper allocation of student ' 'resources'' hallmark Mark Kreter's campaign
for SBA president.

Continued on

t
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DEAR 3rd YEAR: I am a third-year
student also and am not too happy
about my grades this last semester. I
thought that in the interest of fairness
I would grade the teachers and ask
what you think. Of course, I haven't
had some of them, so lean only guess,
but I will sincerely attempt, like the
teachers, to be nonuniform and illogical.
.
To Marcia Gienapp I give a 62
because we wouldn't want her to get
too big of a head until she gets tenure.
Paul Brietzke gets a 70 (originally I
gave him a 57, but in the interest of
keeping my law school job I was
forced to raise it to a more normal
level). AI Meyer gets a 95 for being an
ex-dean, hopefully he will get another
chance. Bruce Berner gets a One
Hundred (100) because everyone
thinks he's so doggone perfect after
losing the Pinto case.
Assume that I give Dave Meyers a 68
plus, just hypothetically. Louie the
Tort gets a 101 from me because I like
his humor better than that of Bruce
Berner and Bruce already got a 100.
Bert Goodwin's grade has been put on
''hold credit' '. Ivan Bodensteiner gets
To A Friend
In Search
of the All-American God
Very well,
I'll go with you
and your God,
the one with a square jaw
and a glass of milk
in each fist.
Well climb together
into his skull,
that great museum
of airing saints.
"You see, I'm not afraid of death,"
you'll say.
Angels
will bloom on air
anywhere we walk.
Then fall like snowflakes
melting milk-white
to your soul.
We'll throw prayers like echos
through His chamber.
They'll make one bounding choru~
round.
"You are a child of God," you'll· say.
''Go and be with Him
as you would be
alone.''

The Forum
an 85, not from me, I've never had When Steve made a joke on the air,
him, but from the girls who say he's this guy had to slip it into his column;
when Steve asked for editorial control
quite a "hunk".
Jack Hiller gets an "I" because he so did Dear 3rd Year; when Steve
did not completely teach me tax missed staff meetings so did Dear 3rd
(besides he missed a day in there he Year. It was getting out of hand, so we
never made up). Dee Burgman gets a fired him. He even wanted his own
55 because I don't grade any lower. To page and his picture on the masthead,
Phil Brockington a 75 since he gives not to mention syndication. We ofeveryone else one. A 94 for Dick fered the job to Cathy, the typist, but
Stevenson--everything he knows he she refused, saying the two of them
learned from the judge. And speak of were a team. The Forum is thinking of
the devil, Russ Willis gets an "S" for changing its format into a mouthpiece
leaving the mainstream before it got for the faculty an§way, so Dear 3rd
Year's days were numbered.
into this shape.
Hugh Martz, an almost perfect
If you were an avid fan of Third
person, only gets a 92 because I "Kookala" Year, don't fret because
wasn't impressed with his publishing he and "his hawaiian shirt have
credits. Counterpart Vandercoy, Da- relocated to the ''John Marshall
vid E., will get an 8 7 if accepts Commentator'' where it's rumored
voluntary disbarment in Puerto Rico that he is writing footnotes with his
(two weeks, all expenses paid). An 88 usual sarcastic plagiarism, or is it
for Paul Cox, who's had a lifetime of plagiaristic sarcasm?
signed, The Editors
dealing with jokes based on his last
name and won't get one from me. And DEER READERS: We are hapPy to
an 85 to Rosie Levinson (see, Ivan announce that we have managed to
Bodensteiner, infra.).
bring "Dear 3rd Year" bac}r into the
An 83 goes to the tag team of Morey fold. Dear Kookala has.' signed a
Sunkel and AI Morrison. Sir Powell no-cut, long-term cont~ with us for
gets a 74 for reminding one of Little next two issues. As
of the new
Lord Fauntleroy. Chuck Gromely gets agreement, "third-y~ "' " will not have
an 88 in trust for me. And finally, to attend any staff . "etings, will have
John M. Farago gets a perfectly entire editorial
ontrol over his
acceptable grade of 68.
column and will not have to conform to
What do you think?
"local co~unity standards." We
signed, Seventy apologize fdr the interruptin in this
(point zero three two) column and request that if you have
any problems at all, to just write them
DEAR 70.032: Dear 3rd Year is no down on a scratch sheet of legal paper
longer working at The Forum The job and drop them in the locker in the
is yours, if you want it. The guy who basement marked ''Dear Third-year''.
formerly wrote the column thought
signed, The Real Editors
that he was Steve Dahl reincarnate.
./

r
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Winter Collage

The Poets

1.

I'll return to a child
and ask God
If the Texas plain
where I was born
spawns the same tumbleweed
that curls across your 'Chest.
--Cynthia Pitts

Wind brushes
scales
off the peeling sky.

2.
It's Thanksgiving.
Mother wears one strand of pearls:
a smile beneath a smile.

Appellate's Grief

3.
At dawn,
a feather rocks in the air.
The sun surfaces,
rippling the sky.

Ah, 'tis a terrible thing I do confess,
that life has jailed me, in the funny
bone, no less.
For once did I have the cartoonists
flair
to sift fun out of humdrum
and joy from despair.
Just give me a sad thing and a
moment to think,
And I'd whip out a comic quicker'n a
giggling eye's blink.
But, after 86 hours of dogged rendition
trying to draw fun out of string cites
for the next Forum edition, uh,
I must announce in frank disbelief:
There's just nothing funny
about this damn appellate brief!

4.
We clink together,
two blown-glass figures
toasting a fireside.
5.
To be six when it snows,
to charge the wind
and feel it skimming
the marrow of your bones.

Feb. 27, 1981'

Levity and the ·Law

Law Dreams
Debby Wildhage
Law school and fantasies seem to go
hand-in-hand. Prior to entering law
school, the prospective law student
envisions himself to be the model
lawyer-to-be. One anticipates gliding
through legal educati9n almost as
effortlessly as he did through those
bliissful undergraduate days, only
with a furrowed brow so that the law
faculty will be suitably impressed.
After just one week of legalmania,
one's fantasies change ever so
slightly. Manual labor begins to have
some appeal . . . at least one gets to
quit after eight hours. Surviving until
the third week of classes is a common
fantasy among 1Ls. Yet the ho~shot
attorney fantasy still haunts many of
our neophyte colleagues.
''Eloquence'' is the name of the
game in class recitations, only to be
outdone by the old ''Who can come up
with the most absurd hypothetical?''
Imagine stumping Bruce Berner with
the most complicated fact situation
ever to confront criminal law scholars.
Imagination is about as close to reality
as that fantasy will even come, as
many wounded warriors of t~e ~econd
and third year classes will testify.
Once a student has experienced -a
irip to the "wailing wall" where
grades are posted after first semester
finals, his fantasies undergo a further
metamorphosis. Graduation is to law
students what palimony is to Michelle
Triolla Marvin. Drinking one's way to~
the bottom of the world's biggest beer
stein is another common dream.
Appellate brief time gives rise to a
whole new set of fantasies among the
first year class. One goes to sleep
wishing that a team of elves will have
completed all of the research and
writing necessary to create a brief that
would qualify for submission to the
United States Supreme Court. One
wakes up to discover that the elves
have gone on strike (something about
crowded conditions in the library) and
there is exactly one week before the
brief is due. Again, one's fantasies
are altered. One dreams that he can
meet Professor Gienapp 's standards
and that he becomes the Bionic Typist
before the end of the week.
Second year fantasies are among the
most exciting to experience. The first
is motivation. The element of fear is
gone and one can only hope that he
will somehow be able to crack a book
before Thanksgiving. Many second
year students also have dreams of
financial security. Tuition r~otin~
goes up and financial aid r6 ·"' y
goes down. One fantasizes ::. at a
semester goes hv without a little
discussion with Don Findling about
tuition and fees have taken a back seat
to food and shelter:' Obtaining a
summer clerking position is another
fantasy which entertains 2Ls.
Third year fantasies are without a
doubt the best. Aside from the typical
"Yes, you're hired " day dream,
some third year students actually can
envision themselves rejoining the
human race after a three year sabbatical. For some, marital bliss begins
'_pr is rekindled. For others, romance
becomes a smorgasboara; tnere s a
revolving door on the apartment and a
constant fire in the fireplace. Still
other students look forward to having
more income than outgo for the first
time in seven years. A minor, but still
vital fantasy is the social outing
without guilt fantasy. One is able to go
out for an entire evening without an
ugly brown law book staring one in the
face upon his return, silently demanding to know where he's been.
Psychologists claim that fantasies
are exceedingly healthy. People are
able to work out their aggressions via
day dreams. Fantasies provide the
impetus for creative endeavors. In law
school, fantasies are an essential tool
of survival and, yes, even a hand on
reality.
J

--Cynthia Pitts

--D. Avila

,

I
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Alternative admission test
under consideration

Library's new reference nook.

Dan Granquist

: Expansion completed;
·>security
system foreseen
•
._

The recent moves '(>f the reference
material and the reserve room are
.- permanent, according to Head Law
• Librarian Matthew Downs.
_
- The relocation of the reference
~ material was made to get the Xerox
• machine out of the study area. ''All
of the reference materials are now in
.- one area,'' Downs pointed out.
.- Downs also noted that the relocation
of the reserve room tO the Old
I- Seminar Room has been a success,
#
although the move has created a
major security problem. Downs is
.. currently exploring the possibility of
• acquiring a 3m Electronic Security
.. System for the Law Library, which
would be similar to the one now used
" in the VU bookstore. This systemis
..- is also used by many libraries, Downs
pointed out. "We hope to install the
• 4' system in the summer if it is approved
.;~as a budget item for next year,''
Downs said. "Right now it is top
• priority,'' Downs added.

Librarian
resigns
~
~

."
t-

•

~

:
~

•

:
I
...
•

.•
•

The law school has also recently
acquired a substantial amount of
audio-visual equipment. Included in
the new acquisitions are two color JVC
cameras, two microphones, an echo, a
special effects generator that has a
split-screen, fade-in ability, and
assorted accessories. The new equipment is currently being used by the
Client Counseling and Mock Trial
teams. Downs points out, however,
that the equipment is available for use
for a number of different purposes,
including use by the clinic ·program
and also for class preparation. The
library has also acquired atuner-timer
which can tape T.V. programs.
The new audio-visiual equipment
was financed by individual gifts from
faculty and alumni and also from
·normal operational accounts. Downs
also hopes to acquire a big screen T.V .
to be used for large class-room
viewings of taped materials.

1

., From page one ... ·

1-(

I~

meanor, and learned how much
difference judges and juries can
make."
The witnesses in the competition
were professional actors and actresses_, who were given 15 minutes of
coaching by the respective counsel
before the triaJ. The.team of Chipman,
Eggers and Pagos ran into objection
the second night of the competition,
from the Northwestern team, who
seemed to think Valparaiso's specific
line of witness questioning went
outside the record the witness and
teams were given.
Don Pagos said the controversy
involved Valpo's asking a witness
what he meant by certain parts of his
statement. Morthwestern's objection
as to a mistrial was overruled. Pagos
said the Valpo team was making
reasonable inferences from the record.

In addition t the cost factor ' there are .
other reasons for exploring the MAT
as an alternative to the LSAT. One is
that there is evidence indicating that a
cultural bias exists in the LSAT, which
may or may not be as evident in the
MAT.
Another advantage to the MAT is
that it is that it is reportable for five
years only--generally only for two
years. In other words, scores within a
24 month period from the date of
request of a report are the only ones
reported, though scores from the prior
three years are kept ou file. These
scores are of use only if a candidate
has not taken an MAT within 24
months and wants a score as old as
five years reported. The spectre of an
unfavorable LSAT score haunts one
almost forever. Under the MAT
program, reports are only released at
the examinee's reque~t .
Currently, Valparaiso is the only law
school seriously studying the potential
of the MAT. Sometime during the last
two weeks of March, the entire
student body of the law school will
take the Miller Analogy Test as part of
a study to determine whether the
MAT presents a viable alternative to ·
the LSAT. First-year students will
take the test during Problems and
Perspectives. The second-year class
tentatively is scheduled to take the
test dur.ing Constitutim;url Law. The
test will be administe¢d to the thirdyear class when tne Professional
Responsibilities co11rse meets.
Staff Member J~e Epple, who is
conducting a study on the testing
program (s) in conjunction with her
work on hlr master's thesis, and
Admissiol.)s Director Julie Blackburn
will be primarily responsible for
administering the MAT to the student
body.

Organizational Notes ••••

Amber Lee Smith, assistant law
librarian, has accepted a positon with
the Oklahoma University Law Library.
The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
Smith will begin work at 0. U. on has reached its largest membership in
March 16, and her last working day at recent years. Total membership of 48
Valparaiso University_Law Library will includes 18 third year students, 21
be February 27, 1981.
second year students and 9 first year
Smith's new title at 0. U. will be as
students.
the "Public Services Librarian". As
Recently, the fraternity members
part of her new position, Smith will , have been busy planning a symsupervise circulation and reference posium on Corporate Responsibility in
and will be doing research for the law Today' s Society, which has been
professors at 0. U.
scheduled for Friday. Narch 27.
Another aspect of Smith's job re- Speakers for the panel discussion will
sponsibilities will be the task of ''net- include an experienced consumer
working'' with the undergraduate advocate and corporate counsel inlibrary. This job involves intercom- volved in consumer-merchant litigamunication and organization between tion. On the social side, DTP would
the graduate library and the under- like to remind members, friends and
graduate library to expand the collec- prospective members of weekly happy
tions and selection available to stu- hours every Friday from 3:30 until
dents and faculty. ''This will be one of 7:00 p.m. The fraternity is also
the newer aspects of my job," Smith making plans for its annual ''Faculty
noted.
Roast" which will culminate the Law
Week festivities.

Mock Trial

Prospective Valparaiso law students
who are bearing the heavy financial
burden of applying to school have a
~ssible alternative that may be
cheaper.
.
.
The high cost of legal educatiOn first
confronts the prospective law student
when he registers to take the law
school admissions test (LSAT). The
current cost of taking the test is $4 7.
Included in the registration fee is one
report of the test score, which also
contains a transcript of the applicant's
undergraduate grades. Additional reports cost $10 apiece unless requested
at the time of registration.
The School of Law is currently
investigating a possible alternative to the
lsat known as the Miller Analogy Test
(MAT). By ·way of comparison, the
initial cost of taking the MAT is
approximately $13. This fee includes
three grade reports, which will be sent
to graduate schools upon the request
of the examinee, if the names and
addresses of the institutions are
provided at the time of the test.
Additional reports are available for $3
apiece.
The MAT consists of 100 multiple
choice questions and takes 50 minutes
to answer. Each question is an
analogy comprised of four parts, three
of which are given. There is a relationship between the first two terms.
The examinee is required to select,
from four choices the term .which,
along with the third given term,
results in the most similar relationship
to that found between the first two
terms. A simple example would be:
1) Man is to 2)Woman as 3)Boy is to a)
Man, b) Woman, c)Girl, d) Dog.
Obviously, the answer is c) Girl. The
analogies increase in difficulty as one
ro esses through the 50 questions.

PAD
The newly electe~ Execut~ve ~irec[!t()r;
of PAD is acceptmg applicatiOns .f
membership and will conduct }ni u~
tions again this semester. !liere ~s
still a possibility that 7AD will
1
conduct a Law Week activty. See Paul
Chael or Ken Howes if.Yinterested in
information about lj\D.

CLS
The Christian Legal Society continues to meet bi-weekly, Wednesday
evenings at 6:00 p.m. in the new
seminar room. The Society meets
every Tuesday at 11:40 a.m. in the
Chapel of the Res~ection for a _time
of prayer followed _ by lunch ·at
Union.
CLS will participate in Law Week
activities, providing a guest speaker
on Wednesday Aprill at 7:00p.m. in

the Court Room. The speaker and his
topic will be announced in the near
future.
April 23-26 marks the National
Conference of the Christian Legal
Society at the campus of the University of Notre Dame. The conference entitled ' 'Freedom and Faith:
The Impact of Law and Religious
Expression and Religion in the
1980's" will include a selection of
seminars as well as plenary sessions.
Speakers from around the world will
be participating at the conference.

for the new ABA/LSD Representative(s). Interested persons should
contact Jim Dennison for information.

ILS/LLS

''The Protection Of Human Rights
Through International Law' ' is the
topic of a symposium sponsored by
the Internatio:p.al Law Society and
Latino Law Students Association. The
symposium will feature local, national
and international lectures, each
addressing a particular geographic
area's human rights practices. Funding is being provided by the Society,
ABA/LSD
the Association, the Student Bar, the
ABA/ Law Student Division, Law
The ABA/LSD Planning Committee School Administration and VU Politiis presently opersting a VITA program cal Science and History Departments.
through the business school. InterLaw Day
ested students should contact Lisa
Veracco or Bill McMaster: Committee
members Perry Rocco and Melanie Friday, April 3
Sterba helped organize and ran the
recent Client Counseling Competition. Luncheon--Vincent Bugliosi
Topic: "Helter Skelter:Trial Tactics
John Marnocha and Nancy Notley will
and Techniques''
represent Valparaiso. Law Student
Noon Great Hall, VU Student Union
Services Funding (LSSF) was grantd
$5.50/law student
to the following organizations for Law
Day projects:
$6.50/non-law student
International Law Society/Latino Law
Students Association--$750
Barrister's Ball--Greek Orthodox Hall,
Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity $500
Merrillville, Indiana.
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Cocktails 5:30p.m. [cash bar]
Dinner 7:00
·
Program $24.
Dancing 8:30-midnight
Funding is a matched grant for
Music by "What Four"
monies already pledged by these
$8.50/law student
organizations. Elections will be held $9.50/non-law student

~~in
de~:.
~JEWELER, INC.

WATCH

AND
JEWELRY
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DIAMONDS* WATCHES* JEWELRY
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Phone 462-5931.
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BARD, Stampers
Advance To Playoffs
Ed Biondi
9-1, but they couldn't make it past the
second playoff game. They handily
The intramural basketball playoffs
defeated Phi Psi 43-34 in the first
have commenced and the law school
round, but choked to PiKa in the
sent five of its six teams to the first
second round 49-31. This was an
game. When that battle ended three
unfortunate loss because Chain Reac0' of our teams advanced to the second
S round and two were victorious, thus tion also had the makings of a
championship team. Happily, there is
p:: earning them a berth in the quarteralways next year and if they can get
finals.
back most of their players, watch out
BARD leads the pack with an
undergrads!
E--4 undefeated season record of 10-0.
Nocturnal illusions and HooRahs
They got a break in the first playoff
Nine Valpo coeds recently vigorously competed , _ _Fame, personally guided by Biondi)!lmself. Being
were our other two playoff teams.
round when the other team got scared
for the title of "Miss Biondi ' s National Sports
such a " good sport", Ed gave,;v,ery coed who
Both sported season records of 7-3
and decided to forfeit. In the second
Column. " The winner, Bubbles Bronkowski of
entered a pre-moistened " Ed aj8'ndi does it in his
and both lost their first round games.
game BARD sent Theta Chi to the
, Lankenau Hall, received an all-expense paid trip
briefs " T-shirt and a one-yea~ubscr i ption to The
The illusions were defeated by
to Cresskill , N.J. to visit the Biondi Sports Hall of
Forum.
showers by easily defeating them
Lambda Chi 44-35, while HooRahs
48-34. This puts them into the
lost to Torpedoes 52-44. They made
quarter-finals against Son of Sam.
gallant efforts and should be conHowever, Son of Sam doesn't stand a
gratulated for making it to the
chance and BARD will most likely end
Ed Biondi
playoffs. They also have strong fuup in the semifinals and has a very
tures ahead of them and will certainly
At the West End Tavern in Chicago during practice, but it is not yet legal good chance of advancing to the
worry some undergrad coaches next
the tortoise and the hare means more to wear them in games. If the minor- finals. They are a very strong,
year.
than an Aesop's fable, it means league experiment works, I wouldn't determined team and if they can keep
The semifinals are slated for
national acclaim for Ocbat the turtle. doubt that the NHL will give their OK their concentration, they might just
Thursday, Feb. 26 at 7:00 p.m. and
You see Ocbat is a five-inch long in the not-too-distant future. So stay bring the first championship trophy of
the finals will be Saturday, Feb. 28 at
Kentucky racing turtle who races tuned, you might see some new, the year back to the law school.
5:45. Congratulations to all our teams
Keeler Stompers is our other tough
rabbits at the pub during the spring stylish uniforms in the game of
that made it to the playoffs.
and fall. They race on the sometimes hockey. Now if they could only do team. They were able to defeat DTP in
wet 20-foot bar and after more than a something about the broken noses, the first round 36-27, and then
demolished TFVTL with a second
half-dozen races , Ocbat is undefeated. missing teeth and scars . . .
Another major sports celebrity has round score of 68-49. They finished
Bar owner Tom Kelly says it got
started when Ocbat's owner, Jim declared bankruptcy. Joining the out the season with a 7-3 record and
have really blossomed in the playoffs.
CLASSIFIED ADS--Rates are $.20 per
Taheny, and a bunch of other people ranks of Bobby Hull is Carl Eller ,
word with a $2.00 minimum. Leave
were sitting around drinking and f ormer all-pro d e fensive star of the Th eir s h ooting in t h e second round
ads in the FORUM mail box which is
Taheny got the idea to have a tortoise- Minnesota Vikings. Carl even had to was phenomenal, 68 points; if they
located in the Secretary to the Deal!' s
hare race. After several more beers surrender his Super Bowl Rings to can continue to play as well as they
Office. Please leave your name and
everyone agreed and now the races creditors. , 'I have had an abrupt did in the first two games, they could
phone number.
draw a big enthusiastic crowd. ''It's change from a high income to a low also battle for the title. This group of
TYPiNG SERVICE--FORMER V.U.
the Friday night fights all over income," he said. Eller wants to start lLs has fought hard all season and
SECRETARY WITH MUCH EXPERIagain,'' says one patron. It seems the a new career and a new lifestyle, I deserve to meet Lambda Chi in the
ENCE DESIRES TYPING . IN HER
rabbit gets spooked by all the people recommend he look into drinking Lite quarterfinals. Look for them to adHOME. 1156 Axe Avenue (Across the
yelling and pounding on the bar, so beer and becoming a "Pepper". After vance and don't be surprised if the
street from Kenelly's and next door to
Ocbat, who sports a record time of all, that's what all the other athletes Stompers bring home the championship trophy.
Jackson's Bar).
44.2 seconds, wins every time. do.
My final story should be dubbed
Chain Reaction had a great recoql of
Phones--162-0139 and 462-4625.
Ceasar's Palace in Las Vegas is
considering promoting this kind of ''iliefighl~ilieyear."InaR~De~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
racing and Ocbat is getting national Janeiro suburb a wedding ceremony The Social Committee of the Valparaiso- Schooi'O
media attention. So don't be surprised turned into a family feud when a presents
a
if you go to see Johnny Carson in pregnant woman stepped up to the
Vegas someday and you find out a alter and said she and the bride- I
turtle is co-hosting for him.
groom had lived together for the last
Three-piece suits may be the new fad
10 years. She demanded that the
in hockey in a few years. No it won't groom must now decide between her
exactly be a bunch of guys racing up and the prospective bride. She
at
and down the ice in pinstripes and claimed she already had a child by 0 n
ties, but it will give players a more
Mound
streamlined look. What I'm talking
about is a new uniform design ateIy b egan an d t h e woman t h en went 8 : 30
.
p.
s tar t
introduced by two major companies-- into labor and was rushed to the cheap talent ·
(across · from Lembke Hall)
Cooper and CCM --that consists of the
hospital
where
she
gave
birth
to
a
boy.
·
.
----------------.
regular jersey, a new girdle, and an Newspaper accounts stated the groom
inner shell of protective pads resemb- looked ''panic-stricken''. The bride,
ling football pants. It will give players good sport she is, wanted to continue·
more protection than the old uni- the ceremony anyway, but the priest
form, greater freedom of movement, refused. Later the woman stated, ''I
while also looking more streamlined. did what I did because I could not
.
.
The uniforms are now being tested in really raise our children alone. But I
the Western Hockey League. They still don't understand how he could ,
have been worn by some NHL players marry such an ugly woman.''

1

Turtle wins; groom loses
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*OXFORD, ENGLAND

*STRASBOURG, FRANCE

Students live in 15th Century Oxford Emphasis on International Human
College and are taught by Oxford Rights. Public International Law
Professors in Oxford Tutorial Method. taught by recognized experts from
Course offerings include Jurispru- around the world. Affiliated with
dence, EEC Law, Legal History, . International Institute of Human
Computers and the Law and various Rights. Course in Law of Treaties,
Comparative Courses.
National and International Control of
Multi-national Corporations. Internship possibilities following classwork.
*TOKYO, JAPAN
Emphasis on U.S. -Japanese Trade. *aONG KONG
Courses in Japanese Legal System,
Economic Entry to Japan, Regulations Commercial . focus for China ·and
of U.S.-Japanese Trade. Internships · Southeast Asia. Courses include Law
available with Japanese Law Firmf of PRC, Financing and Taxation of
and Corporat~ Law Departments.
International Transactions. Internship
. possibilities.
For further information write:

a business dedicated to Chri~tian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure

Director, Summer Overseas Programs
School of Law
· To reserve your place, please include
University of Santa Clara
· $50.00 deposit for Strasbourg, Tokyo
Santa Clara, CA 95053
and Hong Kong; $100.00 for Oxford.

